
Notes From Our  EnCaf Core Group Meeting on June 
10th at 7.0pm 

1) We reported that we are still at just over 60 members but had three 
new ones join this last week. We discussed encouraging affiliates to 
invite other members and suggested that often those can be done 
more successfully through affiliate activity like the breakout sessions 
being done by affiliate members who then invite others.


2) We welcomed the move towards a Borough wide strategy towards 
limiting carbon emissions by Enfield Council. We agreed that 
collaborating with them to further this important but best done 
through contact with Officers. Vicki said she would identify for us 
the most appropriate officers. We also discussed how best to 
contact officers and felt sometimes this might be best done through 
our affiliated groups.


3) We agreed that our overall aim is the reduction of carbon emissions 
in the London Borough of Enfield and that we should judge all 
initiatives by whether they reduced emissions or not and also that 
measurement and verification were vital.


4) Rather than develop an alternative strategy we agreed that we 
would focus on three areas and develop ideas and action points. 
These areas would be Housing (particularly old build,) Transport and 
Energy. Francis agreed to do a draft paper around our approach to 
this to send round for comments before finalised.


5) The above would be about emission reduction but we also agreed 
that we had an important role in encouraging community 
engagement and in communication. The former we would clearly do 
through our own network and also by pressuring the Council to be 
more open and engaging with communities. On Communication we 
felt we could help significantly by making relevant documents 
available to the public like correspondence with the Enfield Task 
Force and activities and strategies of our affiliate groups. 


6) We briefly discussed out next full EnCaf meeting and noted that we 
have the breakout rooms set up and that this should run smoothly.


7) We talked about how we can recognise the contribution of our 
affiliate groups so that they feel involved and valuable as members. 
We had several suggestions here that we will endeavour to follow 
through. These include encouraging members to run breakout 
groups, asking facilitators to write a page document about the 
outcome of their group discussions for publication, doing a short 



interview on their breakout group to publish on the website and 
social networks, asking affiliates if they wanted to publish part of an 
EnCaf newsletter and pursuing the idea of a questionnaire to 
affiliates. We said we would all look at these and see how they 
provided added value to our own key point focus as an ongoing 
process. We also said we would provide publicity with the strategies 
and action plans of affiliates like for example the Friends of Parks 
initiative for a green space strategy. Nia, Vicki and David were 
willing to do short video interviews about their breakup groups to 
kick start this.


8) We talked about the next newsletter and David said he was finding 
it difficult to do as it was time consuming. Nia offered to help and 
Francis and Nia will discuss this further.


9) Vicki reported that it has now been agreed to put up Banners in 
local parks which is something we and Vicki particularly have been 
pushing for so we felt that this was a successful outcome


10) Vicki reported that she had received no reply to her email on the 
incinerator though Dinah Barry had received a reply from Clyde 
Loakes and so one may be imminent for Vicki. James from the 
Enfield Dispatch had asked to be kept informed.


11) There being no other business it was agreed that the next meeting 
would be a full Forum on June 24th and that the next core meeting 
would by Wednesday July 8th at 7.0pm


12) The meeting closed at 8.0pm


